Recently [KM] it was noted that every CCS of 5"+, is a polynomial with integral coefficients in the transposition-sums S\,... , sn, where Sj -^2o<i<j(i > J) • Denote by P the set of all these polynomials, and let Ck denote the center of 2\Sk], Dk+i the centralizer of Sk in Z[5¿. + ,] . Then it is actually shown in [KM] that P is the subring generated by D\,D2, ... , Dn+i in Z[5"+,]-a commutative subring that properly contains the center C"+, of Z[5n+,] .
In this paper we show that the subring of P formed by the symmetric polynomials in 5,, ... , s" is, in fact, Cn+,. As C"+, is known to be the set of integral linear combination of CCSs of 5"+, , we deduce that every CCS of 5"+, is actually a symmetric polynomial in s\, ... , s". Now (3*)3 = (0, 1, 2) + (0, 2, 1), the class-sum of 3-cycles in Z [S^] , satisfies (3*)3 = s2 + s¡ -3 = sis2 = s¡-2.
Thus, even if the total degree of the polynomial is restricted to minimum, symmetry of a polynomial representing a CCS is not guaranteed; and adding the symmetry restriction does not guarantee its uniqueness, either.
We explain in some detail the notation we use in § 1, so as to render the paper as self-contained as possible. Section 2 is devoted to the proof that every symmetric polynomial in s,, ... , sn is in the center of Z[5"+,] . By the fundamental Theorem about symmetric polynomials (Proposition 1.1), it is enough to prove it for elementary symmetric polynomials. Indeed, we show that the rth elementary polynomial in s,, ... , s" is the sum of all permutations in 5"+, representable as a product of r transpositions, but not less (Theorem 2.1). The proof we chose to give in detail depends on the selection of a particular shortest representation of a permutation as a product of transpositions, which we call monotone. A shorter proof is sketched at the end of §2.
The other inclusion, namely, every element of the center C"+, is a symmetric polynomial in S\,..., sn, follows from its validity for CCSs. This is proved in §3 (Theorem 3.1), and depends on another selection of shortest product of transpositions for a given permutation, which we call the stellar one. The proof proceeds by induction on a weight function that combines the length of shortest product of transpositions and the number of symbols moved by a member of the given conjugacy class.
Preliminaries and results
We let \A\ denote the cardinality of a finite set A , whose elements are referred to as symbols. SA denotes the symmetric group over A , consisting of all permutations of A . We let Z, No, N denote the sets of integers, nonnegative integers and positive integers. It will be convenient to adopt the convention « = {0, ...,«-1} for n e N0, thereby letting n denote a specific set of « symbols. Thus, « + 1 = {0, ...,«} and 5"+, is the group of all permutations of the « + 1 symbols 0,...,« .
We briefly recall the construction of the group-ring R[G] for a finite group G and a commutative ring with identity R . R[G] = GR is the set of all functions from G to R, with addition and product by a member of R defined pointwise:
For g G G define g* : G -> R by g*(h) = ôgh , h e G. With this definition, every x e R[G] admits a unique representation x -^2g€Gx(g) • g*, and with
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use little risk of ambivalence, this is conveniently shortened to x = ¿Zx(s)-ggee We similarly use 1 to denote the unit element of G, of R and of R [G] (as well as the natural number one), and write g for 1 • g, r for r • 1 (g e G, r G R) thereby considering R, G as subsets of R [G] .
The product operation in R[G] is defined by requiring that the product is preserved in R and in G, and that rg = gr for r g R, g g G. These requirements and distributivity yield the following definition of the product in , is spanned over R in i? [G] by the CCSs (see e.g. [KM] By a type we mean any function t: N -» N0 satisfying t(n) ^ 0 for finitely many «'s. Addition and the product by a nonnegative integer are defined for types naturally by (t + t')(n) = t(n) + t'(n), (kt)(n) = kt(n) (n G N, k G N0). For each « G N let «* be the type defined by n*(m) -Snm . Then every type t admits a unique representation t = Y,t(n)n*. n€N Let 0 G SA, a G A. Then we denote by 8(a) the symbol into which 6 maps a . Hence, the product ¿m of £ , n G SA is the permutation obtained by acting first with n, then with ¿¡. Thus, for instance, (a, b)(b, c) = (a, b, c) for distinct symbols a, b,c G A, where for distinct ao, ... , ak_i G A, we let 6 = (ao, ... , ö/t-i) denote the k-cycle 9 £ SA mapping a¡ to ai+i for 0 < i < k (with ak = ao) and fixing every other symbol. A 2-cycle is called transposition.
For 9 G SA , a e A let (a)g denote the 0-orbit containing a :
(a)e:={9m(a):m€Z}.
We let 9(k) denote the number of 0-orbits of cardinality k :
Thus, 9 is a type, determined by the partition of A into ö-orbits, and 9' G SA is conjugate to 9 iff 9 = 0'.
For a type í define We start with some preliminaries. If A is a finite set, 0 = (0o, ... , 0r-i) G rSA is a sequence of length r, then we write 19 -r and let 7T0 = 0o • • • 0r_i G SA denote the product of its elements in order. By definition, n9 -1 if r = 0, i.e. if 0 is the empty sequence.
The following proposition is well known. We shall sketch its proof for the convenience of the reader. Proposition 2.2. Let A be a finite set and let c¡ e SA. Let o -(ao, ... , o>_, ) be a shortest sequence of transpositions satisfying Ç -no. Then r = tr(c¡), and M&) = ICO M{a¡).
Proof. First notice that r < tr(£), as £, is always a product of tr(Ç) transpositions (a fc-cycle is a product of k -1 transpositions, see Proposition 3.3). Also M{Ç) Ç U/Io1 M(°>) is obvious.
To prove the converse inclusion, notice first that for 0 < / < j < r we have a i ^ a¡. Indeed, if o¡ = a¡ then ct,cj;+i •••a¡-\aj = GíOí+i ■•■<Tj-i(Tí = cr,+, • • • öj-i where öm = OiOmo¡ is again a transposition, and so à = (oq, ... , <T;_i, öj+i, ... , fj;_i, Oj+i, ... , ex,-i) is a shorter sequence of transpositions with nà -t\. Now consider the simple graph with set of vertices A and with r edges M(Oi), i = 0, ... , r-I. Every <^-orbit is obviously contained in a connected component of this graph. As a connected component with k vertices has at least k -1 edges, we see that tr(£,) < r. It follows that tr(t;) = r and our graph is a forest, each of whose components have a ci;-orbit as the set of vertices.
U£o M(a') £ M(0 follows. D For c¡ G 5"+i, ¿; ^ 1 let ^ G {0, ... , «} be the largest symbol moved by c¡. A sequence of transpositions a = (ao, ... , 0>-i) 6 5"+i is called an increasing sequence iff r = 0, or ;CTo < ,/'", < < j0r_, .
Proposition 2.3. is very £ G 5"+i vw'í« fr(¿;) = r has a unique increasing sequence er4 = (cTq , ... , ffjLi) of transpositions satisfying £, = no1*.
Proof. We proceed by induction on r = ír(<¡;). For r = 0, £ = 1 and «ri is the empty sequence. Let now tr(Ç) -r with r > 0, and let er = (£,~x(j¡), /«), C = ¿lo. Then CC/{) = Ji . and it is readily checked that a representation of Ç as a product of disjoint cycles (pdc) is obtained from a pdc of £, by deleting the symbol j$, which is fixed by £. Hence c(Q = c{£) + 1 and so tr(Q = tr(Ç) -1 = r -1.
Let (T^ = ((Tq , ... , (T/í_2) be as provided by the induction hypothesis: An increasing sequence of transpositions of length r -1 satisfying no1' = Ç . As r -1 = tr(Q , Proposition 2.2 yields that every symbol moved by o^, ... , o¡_2 is also moved by C > hence smaller then j¡¡ and so the sequence o* = (<r¿,..., <7rc_2, a) d= (o£,..., af_{)
is an increasing sequence of transpositions of length r, satisfying no** = £cr = We now prove uniqueness. Let cr = (oq, ••• , Vr-\) be any increasing sequence of transpositions satisfying no = t\. Since tr(t\) = r, we have by Proposition 2.2 M(¿¡) = (J'in1 M(o¡) . Thus /j = ja¡ for some 0 < i < r, and j( > Jok for all 0 < k < r. Since a is increasing, we actually have /¡ = 7ffr_, , and j"k < j( for 0 < k < r-2. It follows that jt = Ç(Ç-lUç)) = xo(Ç~lU()) = (Tr_i(^_10í)) (recafl that °>-i acts first in no). Thus, o>_i = (j¡, Ç~l(jç)) = o\_\ and so o0, ... , <7r-2 = <^crr_, = ^rj^, = Ç. But then (ct0, ... , o>_2) is an increasing sequence of transpositions of length r -1 = ?r(£) with product C, so by the induction hypothesis (<To, ... , e>>-2) = <7f = (Oq , •■■ , o^) = ((Tq , ... , af_2) and so a = o( . D
We notice that this proof provides us with an algorithm for deriving the sequence cr* from a representation of Ç as a pdc, by repeatedly juxtaposing to the right of such a pdc the transposition exchanging the maximal symbol moved with its predecessor, and deleting this symbol from the pdc. For instance (1, 7, 6) A second proof of Theorem 2.1. We sketch another proof of Theorem 2.1, stating the steps and leaving details to the reader:
1. er(zi, ... , z") = er(zi, ... , zn-i) + er-i(zi, ... , z"_,)-z".
2. Let uk denote the sum of all permutations 0 in Sk satisfying tr(9) = k .
Then unr+l = unr + unr_xs" .
To prove 2, use 3. Let 9 e S" be represented as a product of disjoint cycles 9 -9i ■ ■ -9C-including 1-cycles-over the set of symbols « . Theorem 3.1 follows from Theorem 3.1' that we formulate next. Define a weight function w on 5"+i by w(9) := (tr(9), m(9)). Similarly, for a type t let w(t) :-(tr(t), m(t)). As both tr(t) and m(t) are independent of r(l), we see that w(9) = w(t) whenever 0 = 0(1) • 1* + /, hence whenever t g Tn+i and [0] = [/]"+1.
Since 0 < tr(9) < « , 0 < m(9) < « + 1 , we have «7(0) G(«+l)x(« + 2) = {(r,m):0<r<«,0<«2<«+l}.
We order (« + 1) x (n + 2) lexicographically (r, m) <(r', m'): <$ r < r', or r = r' and m < m'. be a symmetric homogeneous polynomial satisfying (3.1). By Theorem 2.1 q,(si, ... ,s") G Cn+i , and hence so does x = qt(si, ... , s") -(t)n+i . As w(x) < w(t) we have
where x(t') is the common value x(9) taken by x at 0 G [t')n+i . By induction, a symmetric polynomial qt'{z\, • • • , z«) G Syp[zi, ... , zn] exists of total degree tr(t') < tr(t) with (/')«+i = Qt(si, ... , s"), so that for q,(z\, ... , z") = q,(zi, ... , zn)-^ x(t')q,(zi, ... , zn), t'er"+l w{t')<w{t) (3.0) holds q,(si, ... ,s") = (t)"+) and qt(z\, ... , zn) is of total degree tr(t). D
The rest of this section is dedicated to the proof of Theorem 3.1. Let us start by giving an explicit definition of the symmetric polynomial qt(zi, ... , z") satisfying (3.1). Fix a type / G Tn+i , t ^ 1*. Let s(t) = {k G N: t(k) > 0}, and assume \s(t)\ = p, say s(t) = {kx, ... ,kp) with \<k\<---<kp<n+\.
Define r¡ -k¡ -\, i -I, ... , p . For nonnegative integers h, r put erh(zx, ... , zn) = eh (z\, ... , zrn) where en(z\, ... , zn) is the «th elementary symmetric polynomial in Z\,..., z" (see (1.2) ).
Let further «, = t(k¿), i = 1, ... , p , so that t = h\k* + • • • + hpk*, hi, ... , hp > 0.
Finally, put (3.2) qt(z\, ... , zn) = ern\(zi, ... , zn)---er^(zx, ... , zn),
As erh(zi, ... , z") is homogeneous degree h • r, we see that qt is homogeneous of degree tr(t), as tr(t) = Y,k€s{t) t(k)(k -1) = Yü=\ hn ■ It follows that every 0 G s(<7/(.Si, ... , sn)) is a product of tr(t) transpositions and so 0 is the same parity as / and tr(9) < tr(t).
Given y e Z[5"+i] we say that y is monk in 9 G Sn+i iff y(9) = 1. By the previous remarks, Theorem 3.1' is a consequence of Proposition 3.2. Let t G Tn+i, t ^ I*, and let qt = qt(s\,..., sn), where qt(zi, ... , zn) is given in (3.2). Then (i) qt is monic in 0 for each 9 G [t\n+\,
(ii) If w(9) = w(t) and q,(9) ¿ 0 then 9 e [t]n+x. , j) , ... , (z'i , j)) is the only star sequence satisfying no -9. (i) and (ii) follow. For (iii) notice that if a is not a star sequence then tr(9) < r (see proof of Proposition 2.2) and so by m(9) < r + 1 0 cannot be an (r + l)-cycle, whose transposition number is r. D Consider now the set of transpositions E¡ -{(i, j) : i < j} C 5"+i . We have Sj = (E¡), and for r e[n], srj is the sum of all no , where o = (ai, ... , or) G rEj. Now, rEj is actually the set of all starlike sequences o of length r satisfying j" = j, and o G rE¡ is a star sequence iff oi, ... , or are distinct. Thus, if o is not a star sequence, then 0 = no is a product of less than r transpositions (see proof of Propositions 2.2) hence 9 is not an (r+ l)-cycle. Combining these remarks with Proposition 3.3 we obtain Proposition 3.4. Let j, r G [«] . Then (i) If 9 G 5"+i is an (r + \)-cycle, then srj(9) = Sjje. Thus, Sj is monk at 9 ifje = j,andsrj(9) = 0 if jg ¿ j.
(ii) If 9 is not an (r + \)-cycle, and srj(9) ¿ 0, then tr(9) < r.
Let us denote by * the concatenation of finite sequences. A nonempty sequence of transpositions a will be called a prestellar sequence if it admits a representation It is readily checked that a prestellar sequence a admits a unique representation (3.4). We call it the prestellar representation of a .
A prestellar sequence a with prestellar representation (3.4) is called prestellar sequence of type t, when t = ¿~^=1(/07 + 1)*. Notice that in this case t satisfies t(l) -0, and so \t\ = m(t).
A prestellar sequence a , with the prestellar representation (3.4) will be called a stellar sequence if it satisfies in addition:
( Conversely, let 0 G Sn+[, 0 ^ 1, satisfy 0 = 0(1) • P + /, (so that [0] = [i]"+i). Let (3.5) be the unique representation of 0 as a product of c nontrivial cycles in nondecreasing-length-order first, and within a given length by the magnitude of the largest symbol moved. Then selecting for each 0, its unique star sequence o¡ = o6, and setting o -ox * ■ ■ ■ * oc we obtain a stellar sequence oe satisfying no = 9. Moreover, if o is any stellar sequence satisfying no = 9, then necessarily o -oe, as its stellar representation coincides with that of o6 . We summarize this discussion into Proposition 3.5. Let t G Tn+i, t / 1* ; then (i) if 0 G Sn+i, 9 = 0(1) • 1* + t, then there is a unique stellar sequence a6 of type t satisfying noe = 0.
(ii) If o is a stellar sequence of type t, then 9 -no satisfies 9 = 0( 1 ) • P + í, and o = oe .
(iii) If a is a prestellar sequence of type t which is not stellar, 9 = no , then tr(9) < tr(t) or m(9) < m(t), so w(9) < w(t). Proof, (i) and (ii) are established in the remarks preceding the proposition. We establish (iii).
Let a be a prestellar sequence of type t, which is not stellar, and let o = o\*---*ac be its prestellar representation. Since o is not stellar, either condition (d) or condition (e) fail.
Assume first that (e) fails. Then for some 1 < j < c, o¡ is a nonstar starlike sequence. Thus, by Proposition 3.3(iii), tr(no¡) < lo¡ and so tr(9) = tr(no) < tr(nox) + • ■ • + tr(noc) < lox +■■■ + loc. Butas / = (lox + 1)* + ---+ (loc+ 1)* we have tr(t) = lot H-h loc, and so tr(9) < tr(t).
Assume now that (e) holds, but (d) fails. Thus, oi, ... ,ak are star sequences, and so 0, = no¡ is an la, + 1 cycle for i = I, ... , c, i.e. m(o¡) = lo¡ + 1. Since (d) Now let 0 G 5"+i satisfy 0 = 0(1) • P +1. We show that qt is monic at 0 .
Let a0 be the unique stellar sequence of 0 , as provided by Proposition 3.5(i). Then no6 -9 , and for any o G E', no = 9 implies o = oe . Thus, (ftis') is monic and 0, so by (nE') = qt, qt is monic at 0, and (i) is proved. Assume now that qt(9) ^ 0 and w(9) = w(t). Again by qt = (flis'), some prestellar sequence o of type / exists with no = 0. By Proposition 3.5(iii), er is actually a stellar sequence, and so by Proposition 3.5(a), 9 -no satisfies 0 = 0(1) • 1* + t, i.e. 0 G [r]"+i, and (ii) is proved. □ The proof of Theorem 3.1' is complete.
Remark. Let us say that p(z{, ... , z") e Zrz,,..., Z(1] is even (odd) iff it is a linear integral combination of monomials of even (odd) total degree. It is readily checked that one may add in Theorem 3.1 the statement that qt(zi, ... , zn) is even (odd) according as tr(t) is even (odd), i.e., according as [/] "+i is an even (odd) COC in 5"+1 .
Added in Proof
While this paper was in press, we have learned of earlier occurrences of Theorem 1. It was probably first noted in the early seventies by Jucys [J] . Jucys proved Theorem 2.1, using the argument given here as second proof. He then combined it with an earlier result of Farahat and Higman [FH] that states that C"+i is generated by Ui, ... ,u" to obtain Theorem 1 (Farahat-Higman's result in turn is given here an independent proof, namely Theorem 2.1 followed by Theorem 3.1). In 1979 G. E. Murphy, unaware of Jucys' work, rediscovered 
